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37 531 94 700 

Yesterday Xandar, erupted in 
pandemonium as an attack from Kree 
radical, Ronan the Accuser was set upon the 
capital of the Nova Empire. It occurred 
yesterday, in the early evening, when 
Ronan’s war ship, the Dark Aster, was spotted 
on Nova Corps radars.  

Earlier this morning, at a press 
conference held in Xandars city halls, leader 
of the Nova Corps, Irani Rael, released a 
statement detailing the presumed motives to 
Ronan’s actions and the casualties his attack 
cause, and Nova Corps action plans for 
recovery. 

It is presumed that Ronan had taken it 
upon himself to destroy Xandar, following the 
signing of the peace treaty between the 
Kree and Nova Empires, ending a thousand 
year war. There was speculation of civil 
unrest in Hala, home of the Kree. Ronan also 
had an alliance with the Sakaarans, who 
made up most of his combatants. 

 

Civilians, fleeing from the storm of attacks near Nova Corps 
headquarters, yesterday evening. 

Irani Real, leader of the Nova Corps, at this morning’s press 
conference, held in Xandars city halls. 

	  

Number of confirmed deaths, as recorded by the 
Nova Corps. 
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In light of yesterday deadly attacks, a new team of unlikely heroes emerged to aid 
in the battle. They call themselves the Guardians of the Galaxy, and are a team 
consisting of five ex-intergalactic outlaws, whom since the battle, have vowed to 
keep their records clean and prevent any other world threatening disasters form 
happening. In this morning’s press conference, as a reward for proving victorious in 
yesterday’s battle, Nova Corps has 
decided to wipe all their criminal records 
in Kroywen Quadrant and present them 
with the Novian Accolade, the highest 
achievement presented by Nova Corps to 
any non-officers. And the mayor of 
Xandar, Zorsan Kelian, also presented the 
group with the key to the city. 

 
 

Members of the Guardians of the Galaxy are: 
 

I. Captain Star Lord – Terran Male, was 
kidnapped from Terra by Ravagers at a 
young age. Eventually became the 
surrogate son to Ravager Captain, 
Yondu Udonta. After living in space for nearly thirty Terran years, Quill became 
wrapped up in an intergalactic conspiracy that introduced him to the Guardians 
of the Galaxy and he has since broke away from the Ravager group to form his 
own. 

II. Gamora – Zehobereian female, former assassin, and adopted daughter of 
Thanos, but since joining the Guardians she has freed herself from his influence and 
has sworn retribution and justice to Thanos, and expressed the deepest regrets to 
all the harm she has caused, and he made her do. 

III. Drax - The being known as Drax is an enigma, with his true origin unknown. But he 
expresses avidity in proceeding to their new roles as the Guardians of the Galaxy. 

IV. Rocket Raccoon - Procyon Lotorian male, from a Halfworld planet in the Keystone 
Quadrant. Is an avid mechanical specialist, and is responsible for constructing a 
majority of the team’s gear. 

V. Groot – Flora Colossus being, close companion to Rocket Raccoon.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

From left to right: Denarian Rhomann Dey, Captain Star Lord, Drax, 
Rocket (and Groot), and Gamora 
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  The Tivan group, an intergalactic 
conglomerate, ran by the notoriously 
powerful, Taneleer Tivan (also known as, 
The Collector) is experiencing an 
economical downfall following an 
incident, in his museum located in the 
Knowhere port installation. Tivans museum 
on Knowhere is one of the largest known 
collections of interstellar flora, fauna, and 
artifacts in the entire galaxy. In the events 
leading up to yesterdays attack on 
Xandar, a skirmish on Knowhere between 
Ronans army and the Guardians of the 
Galaxy has left a large part of Tivans museum in pieces after one of the artifacts 
brought in by the Guardians had exploded. Anonymous sources have said that a 
number of Tivans buyers and sellers are uneasy following the incident believing that 
this was an attack to their confidentiality. Now they are currently ceasing to undergo 
any enterprising endeavors with the Tivan Group. 

 
 
 

 
  This object is believed to be one of the six 
Infinity Stones. The Infinity Stones are six stones of 
momentous power and significance, and are said 
to be concentrated singularities of the universe, 
before it’s known creation. These singularities are: 

• Space 
• Soul 
• Reality 
• Time 
• Power 
• Mind 

 
Nova Corps has been close guarded to what 

information has been released, so far. But that didn’t stop a whirlwind of speculation 
to how all these events are tied. Inside sources tell us that the orb is currently being 
stored under the safe keeping of Nova Corps.  

Tivans, museum located in Knowhere, is one of the galaxy’s 
largest known collections of interstellar flora, fauna, and artifacts. 


